Indo Trade Mart
When the whole world is facing a challenge due to COVID-19. One major thing has come up that our
environment is everything, if we wrap it by plastic, one day nature will also wrap us by plastic. Talking
about India, India has been always highly concern about environmental protection. Our father of
Nation Mahatma Gandhi has started the manufacturing of Khadi products also, majorly focus on the
Swadeshi products. But due to the changing lifestyle most of us highly prone to foreign products.
Although the foreign products provide us a more comfortable zone, on the other hand, it's destroying
nature and health balance.
The Indo Trade Mart is a commercial venture for upcoming growth of market and retail sector. The
INDO TRADE MART have started our own chain retail stores in different areas in Indian Semi Urban
Areas. The Indo Trade Mart is a new emerging idea of Chamber of Business and Entrepreneur (India)
with a vast providing a best platform to the buyers and sellers. The Indo Trade Mart is planning to
expand its business mainly in rural area, as in the rural areas and semi urban we found that there is a
lack of multiple products stores where they purchase or sale any type of Goods/Material/Products as
per requirement. So, this is the best upcoming platform for Consumers or entities.

To overcome such a more dangerous scenario, an Indo Trade Mart has brought access to Swadeshi
Products which includes the multiple products of daily used throughout the nations. The Indo Trade
Mart has started our own chain retail stores in different areas in Indian semi-urban Areas. With the
new concept for trading and retail market with the ancient tradition of India.

The Franchise offers:
Total Investments- Rs 6 Lakh.
3.5 lakh for the company’s
facility.
• Branding
and
Promotions.
• Advertisements.
• Stock management
software.
• Stock.
• And so on.

Return of Investment
(ROI)

And the 2.5 lakh for Up to 20% of the sale in every
the
infrastructure month.
building.
5%
Additional
Margins
According to Products
The size of the stock is 2% Promotion and Advertising
200 sqft -350 sqft.
Margins.
Up to 15% Margin on Online
Products

The Indo Trade Mart franchise is available only at the Rs of 6 lakhs and needs to pay the company for
an amount of 3.5 lakh. The company used this deposited amount only for providing the facility to the
buyers. Some of the facilities provided by companies are, majorly help in branding and promotions,

stock management services, a good amount of stock, guiding services, product surety, and always with
you to resolve any problem.

Advantages of taking Franchise:

There is no doubt that Swadesh product has a benefit but the Indo Trade Mart is step one mile ahead.
The Indo Trade Mart insure the minimum 20% of the return of the Invest from the sale price in every
month. This amount is just a minimum which will help you to make good decisions. You earn more
than this, as the company’s team is highly involved in branding, promotion, and advertisement of Indo
Trade Mart products. In the Mini Store, the store size is approx. 200 sqft. to 350 sqft. of Constructed
Hall with Flooring where we sell grocery and Daily Products.

Scope of Indo Trade Mart:
The Indo Trade Mart is mainly focused on multiple products of Swadeshi which is generally lacking in
many stores. You can find some swadeshi products but not all at a single place. This is the one best
advantage of the Indo Trade Mart. The Indo Trade Mart provides a single-window platform for
purchasing products.
Recently our Prime Minister Narendra Modi stated that all Indian citizens needs to adopt a “Local for
a Vocal” and must advertise for them proudly. It’s our duty to buy those products which have the smell
of our motherland and sweat of our laborer brothers so that the dream of our small brothers and
sisters which are connected to it.

The market opportunity is more increasing when most Indian’s are boycotting Chinese products. Every
one of us are aware of the Chinese market in India. Now there is more scope for the selling and
purchasing of the Swadeshi products and for that Indo Trade Mart is the best platform to start.

Facilities We Provide
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Online/Offline Inventory Management
Instant Order Processing within 2 Hrs.
Delivery with in 24 to 48 Hrs.
Also Deliver Online Store Products Directly to Customer and Process Commission according to
Store
Seller Addon Facility
Online Branding/Physical in Local Areas.
Also Promote Local Manufacturing Products
Provide Sales and Support training to salesperson
Provide Online/Offline Pos Solution for Billing.

For More Details You Can Contact at +91-9335967089, martindotrade@gmail.com or Visit
www.indotrademart.com

